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1 will show how the resonance poles of the scattering amplitude correspond 

to eigenstates of the ilamiltonian that is analytically continued into the com

plex r-space via the dilatation group transformation, and how the corresponding 

eigenstates satisfy a modified form of the orthogonality condition. As an illus

tration of the results, I will consider examples of resonances in K — d, and a — d 

scattering as a three-body system. 

Contribution to Quantum Structures: Essays in Honour of Ian McCarthy 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the many things I have learned from Ian over the years is that ideas and 

methods developed in one branch of physics often lead to new insight when applied to 

other fields of physics. Ian has applied this methodology with considerable skill and 

great success. His use of nuclear reaction theory to atomic and molecular physics is 

just one example of this approach. In an attempt to make a modest contribution to the 

unifying spirit of theoretical physics on this special occasion of Ian's sixtieth birthday, 

I will try to demonstrate how the methods used in nuclear few-body problems for the 

study of resonances are basically the same as those developed in atomic and molecular 

physics. 

Resonances in quantum system have a long history dating back to the early years 

of quantum mechanics with the work of Gamow,1 who used the concept to give a de

scription of a-decay of heavy nuclei. To date, resonances have been observed in most 

scattering experiments from low energy scattering off atomic and molecular systems, 

to the recent determination of the width of the Z° at the highest energies achieved 

in the laboratory. In all cases the experimental observation is an enhancement in the 

cross section when plotted as a function of energy. A more detailed analysis of such 

data often reveals that this enhancement in the cross section is due to one specific 

partial wave. To that extent, resonances have a definite set of quantum numbers just 

like bound states, the only difference being the fact that these states have a finite 

life time and thus correspond to complex energy eigenstates. This raises the question 

of how a Hennitian Hamiltonian could give rise to a complex eigenvalue and do we 

include these resonance states in our Hilbert space? 

The study of resonances in few-body systems goes back to a set of lectures given by 

Lovelace1 on the Faddeev equation for three-particle scattering. Lovelace made use 

of the method of contour rotation in momentum space to show that: (i) A rotation 
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of the contour by an angle 0 can extend the domain, over which the kernel of the 

two- and three-body integral equations is a Schmidt operator, (ii) The rotation of 

the contour can be used to analytically continue the two- and three-body amplitude 

through the unitarity cuts, onto the second Riemann sheet of the complex energy 

plane. This second result could reveal poles in the scattering amplitude which, if 

close to the real energy plane, can be considered as resonances. This method has 

since been employed to study resonances in two and three-body systems. 

On the other hand, the method of "contour relation" in coordinate space, often 

referred to as the dilatation group transformation,3 , 4 , 5 was developed to examine 

the spectrum of the Green's function on the second energy sheet. This method has 

been adapted extensively in atomic and molecular physics to the determination of 

properties of resonances using the variational method. 6 - 7 

I will show the equivalence of the contour rotation method, in both coordinate 

and momentum representation, and how each gives a complementary insight into the 

concept of a resonances being an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian for that system. In 

particular I will demonstrate that in momentum space, where the boundary condi

tions are included in the integral equation, the deformation of the contour can be 

constrained by singularities that result from the boundary condition on the system. 

I will also demonstrate, in coordinate representation, that the wave function for a 

resonance is both an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian, and normalizable, and could be 

used as a basis for variational calculations or perturbation theory. Although much of 

the results I will present have been reported in the literature, I have found the situ

ation is such that in atomic and molecular physics the method predominantly used 

is the deformation of the contour in coordinate space, while in the nuclear few-body 

problem, the emphasis is on contour rotation in momentum representation. A union 

of these two methods would give a better understanding of the concept of resonances 
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in quantum systems. 

In Sec. II, I will demonstrate how the poles of the scattering amplitude on the second 

energy sheet are exposed by the method of rotation of the contour in momentum 

space (it —» ke~'*), and how the corresponding integral equation, when converted 

to coordinate representation, le?ds to the Schrodinger equation with the coordinate 

transformation r —» re'*, where ^ is the angle of rotation of the contour. This allows 

me to establish the fact that the solutions of the Schrodinger equation for a resonance 

are normalizable and can be use as basis for either a perturbation expansion or a 

variational calculation. I will then proceed in Sec. Ill to the analysis of the method 

of contour rotation i.i momentum space for the Faddeev equation assuming separable 

two-body interaction. In particular, I will concentrate on the case when two of the 

particles form a bound state, while any of these two can form a resonance state with 

the third particle. Examples of such a system are the * NN and aNN systems. Here, 

I will show how I can analytically continue my equations to a considerable portion 

of the second Rietnann sheet and part of the third sheet of the energy plane. To 

illustrate the power of this method and how it can help in the analysis of resonances 

above the threshold for the production of three-body final state, I consider in Sec IV 

both K — d and a — d scattering, and in particular how the energy dependence in the 

cross section is not necessarily all due to resonances, but coukl partly be due to the 

square root threshold resulting from the fact that two of the three particles in the 

system can form a resonance. This raises a question regarding the Analysis of the 

data based solely on two-body scattering theory. Finally, In Sec. V I present some 

concluding remarks. 
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II. THE CONTOUR ROTATION METHOD 
Experimentally, structures are often observed in the cross section as a function of 

energy, which are referred to as resonances. These resonances have quantum num

bers similar to bound states and correspond to poles of the partial wave scattering 

amplitude on the second Riemann sheet of the complex energy plane. 

In this section I demonstrate in what sense these resonances are solutions of the 

Schrodinger equation, and how the properties of these resonances can be calculated, 

i.e., their energy and wave f action, when given the Hamiltonian for the system. 

For the present analysis I consider a two body system with the Hamiltonian 

H = H0+V, (2.1) 

where H0 = t 2 /2/ i . The corresponding Lippmann-Schwinger equation, after partial 

wave expansion, is then given by 

Tt(k,k';E+) = Vt(k,k') -^fd^'k"3 Vt(k,k")G0(E+,k")Tt(k",k';E+) . (2.2) 
o 

Here the free particle Green's function G0(E+,k) = ( £ + + Jk2/2/i)"1, with E+ = E+ie. 

The condition e > 0 and infinitesimal provides the necessary boundary condition for 

an out going scattering wave. In operator form, Eq. (2.2) is written as 

Tt(E+) = V, + Kt(E+) Tt(E+) . (2.3) 

where K/(E) = VtG0(E). It is clear from the integral on the right hand side of 

Eq. (2.2), that the X matrix T((E+) has a square root branch point at E = 0, with 

the corresponding branch cut along the positive real axis in the complex E-plane. 

This branch cut, the unitarity cut, determines the sheet structure over which the 

7' matrix is defined. To get onto the second sheet of the energy plane, and determine 

the position of the poles of the 7' matrix that correspond to resonances, the contour 

of integration must be rotated by performing the transformation k" —» k" e"'*, with 
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tf» > 0 in Eq. (2.2). This procedure rotates the branch cut from arg E = 0 to arg £ = 

—2<£, and in the process exposes a part of the second energy sheet that might have 

the poles of the T- matrix that correspond to resonances. In other words, the rotation 

of the contour of integration in Eq. (2.2) defines the partial wave T-matrix in the new 

domain -2<f> < arg E < 2n - 2<f>. The maximum angle of rotation is determined in 

this case by the singularities of the potential Vt(k, k*).* 

In this energy domain, the kernel of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation is compact, 

and the T-matrix can be written in terms of the solution of the homogeneous equation 

as (see Appendix A) 

T'W = yEl*'\n(E)an W i l h a n = (*'n>,V' ' ( 2 4 ) 

where A„(E) and Qt satisfy the eigenvalue equation 

A n *< n ) =Kt(E) *<">. (2.5) 

It is clear from Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) that the energy at which any of the eigenvalues 

of the kernel Kt(E) is one, the partial wave T-matrix has a pole, and the residue at 

this pole is proportional to the corresponding eigenstate. In other words, the poles of 

the T- matrix are determined by the equation 

*t = VtGo{E)*t, (2.6) 

for -2(j> < arg E < 2JT - 2<f>. Here, <f> should be chosen such that the energy of the 

resonance is in the energy domain on which Eq. (2.6) is denned. This equation can 

be written in the form of the Schrodinger equation 

( £ - / / o ) V v = V ^ / , (2.7) 

where 

4>e = G0(E)*t , (2.8) 
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and the free Hamiltonian in momentum space is given by H0 = fc2/2/i, with it now 

along the rotated contour, i.e., k = \k\ e - '*, and ^ > 0. Here I would like to emphasise 

that Eq. (2.7), for 4> = 0, i.e., no contour rotation, is the usual Schrodinger equation 

for a Hermitian Hamiltonian, and the only solutions are for real energies, i.e., on 

the real E-axis. However on the rotated contour, the Hamiltonian H = H0 + V( is 

not Hermitian, and Eq. (2.7) admits solutions with complex E. In order to find a 

resonance at E = ER = W, - i £ j , the contour must be rotated by an angle ^ such that 

tan 2^ > Ei/ETy and in this way the position of the resonance is in the energy domain 

-2<f> < arg E < IK - 2<f>. Furthermore, since the kernel of the integral equation is 

a Schmidt operator, the residue at the pole is a projection operator,2 which implies 

that the wav? function $> is normalizable. 

To write the Schrodinger equation in coordinate space, I need to first consider 

Eq. (2.5) in momentum space for A = 1, i.e., 

*,(*) = J dk' k« V,(Jt, *') G0[E, k') *,(*') , (2.9) 

or, the corresponding equation for t/v(it), which is given by 

U - ~) <M*) = / dk' kn Vt{k, k') fc(tf) . (2.10) 

Here k and it' are along the ray defined by the angle -4> (sec Fig. 1). In other words, 

this equation can be written as 

(E- Ye~** ) Vv(*e-") = j dk'kne~3i*V,(fce-'*,tfe-*)fc(ib'e-*) , (2.11) 

where it and k' are now real and the partial wave potential Vt is given by 
_ oo 

V,(fte-'*,f e"'*) = | / drr'j, (fere"*) V(r)jt (ic're"*) , (2.12) 
o 

with jr(kr) being the spherical Bessel function. A change of variables to ( = re"'* 

allows me to rewrite Eq. (2.11) as 
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where 

tf (0 = / dkk7jt(kOH^-i4) (2-14) 
o 

If 1 now multiply Eq. (2.13) by k7 jt{kr), integrate over fc, make use of the orthogo

nality of the spherical Bessel function, and the differential equation it satisfies, I get, 

after some algebra, 

This is basically the radial Schrodinger equation in coordinate representation with the 

substitution r —• re'*, and gives a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, which implies that 

the corresponding eigenvalues, or energies, may in general be complex. Furthermore, 

from the above analysis in momentum space, it is clear that a determination of a 

resonance at E = E r - iEi on the second energy sheet will require that 1 rotate the 

contour by an angle 0, where tan 2^ > Ei/ET. This procedure of "contour rotation" 

in coordinate space is commonly referred to as a dilatation group transformation on 

the Hamiltonian, 3' 4 , 5, and has been used in atomic and molecular physics for the 

determination of properties of resonances.8 ,7 On the other hand, the use of contour 

rotation in momentum space as first proposed by Love'ace,* has been used in nuclear 

two- and three-body systems. 

To impose resonance boundary conditions on Eq. (2.15), the solutions of this equa

tion for r -* oo must be determined. This can be achieved by taking z — re'*, 

realizing that the resultant equation is the Schrdinger equation in the variable z. If 

the potential V{z) goes to zero as r —» oo, then the possible solutions to Eq. (2.15) 

arc spherical Hankel functions of z, i.e., the most general solution is of the form 
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M*) = Ah{+\kz) + Bh[\kz) , (2.16) 

where t 2 = 2fiE. For a resonance, the energy is given by E — Er—iEi, and k = |t|e~*' 

with tan 20 = E,/Er. In this case, for the wave function to be normalizable, B = 0 

and <f> > 0. Both of these conditions are required if the resonance states are to belong 

to the Hilbert space. I should point out at this stage that the condition on 'he angle 

<t> for this dilatation group transformation is identical to the condition I obtain in 

momentum space on the rotation of the contour to expose the resonance pole of the 

T- matrix on the second energy sheet. 

From the above analysis of resonances in both momentum and coordinate represen

tation, I can conclude that the inclusion of resonance states in our Hilbert space will 

require the rotation of the contour as defined above, and in this case the Schrodinger 

equation is given by 

# • , * • ) = £ . , # ) . (2.17) 

where -2tf> < arg E < 2JT - 2 0 . For <f> > 0, the Hamiltonian H+ is non-Hermitian, and 

Eq. (2.17) admits solutions with complex energies on the second Riemann sheet of the 

energy plane, in the event that these solutions correspond to eigenenergies that are 

close to the real energy axis, they will be considered as resonances to the extent that 

they will effect the cross section. Since the Hamiltonian in this new energy domain 

is non-Hermitian, and satisfies the condition that 

H; = H.4 , (2.18) 

I can rewrite Eq. (2.17) as 

//_,iv„-') = £;.ivv*). (2.i9) 

This implies that for every state we have on the second energy sheet at energy ER, 

there is another state at energy E'n also on the second Rietnann sheet. Furthermore, 
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by multiplying Eq. (2.17) by (V>~.*| and the complex conjugate of Eq. (2.19) by |0*) 

and subtracting, I get 

<VV*I H+ Ht) - {+;*] / / • | t f ) = (En - En.) (tf\1>t) = 0 . (2.20) 

This gives the orthonormality of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in the energy 

domain —2<j> < arg E < 2w — 2^ and with proper choice of 0 will include resonance 

states. I should point out at this stage that the normalization of the resonance 

eigenstate with energy ER is not with its complex conjugate, but with the complex 

conjugate of the state corresponding to the energy ER. This is expected, considering 

the fact that the HamiUonian in the new energy domain is not Hermitian. For the 

case when the eigenvalues of the Hanultonian H+ are real, i.e., a bound state, the 

wave function \if>*) and |V£*) are identical, and the orthonormality is identical to 

that for a Hermitian Hamiltonian. 

Although the above analysis was for the special case of a two body system, there are 

no inherent problems in extending the arguments to a three-body 3ystem provided 

that the integral equation in momentum space has a compact kernel. In other words, 

the Faddeev equations need to be used in either coordinate space or momentum space. 

In fact most of the results presented in the next section will be for systems that can 

be approximated by a three-body llamiltonian. The only modification that might 

be required for the three-body system is that the contour deformation to reveal the 

second sheet of the energy plane might prove to be more than a simple rotation of 

the contour, or alternatively, only parts of the second Riemann sheet of the energy 

plane will be accessible. This is mainly due to the fact that the kernel of the Faddeev 

equation includes the two-body 7'matrix, which gives rise to moving singularities. 

These moving singularities are basically the boundary conditions on the three-body 

syr im. 
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III. APPLICATION TO THREE-BODY SYSTEMS 

Having esi«b'ished the fa-t that the method orcontour rotation in either momentum 

or coordinate representation exposes that part of the second Riemann sheet of the 

energy plane that has resonance poles, I turn my attention to the application of this 

method to light nuclear systems which can be modeled in terms of a three-body 

Hami'tonian. Here the rotation of contour in momentum representation has the 

advantage that the complicated boundary conditions associated with the three-body 

nature of the problem are included in the kernel and do not have to he imposed on 

the wave function. The applications I would like to examine in detail are: (i) The 

question of dibaryon resonances in the wNN system, (ii) The spectrum of 6Li in an 

o/V/V model. Both of these systems have similar structures in that the cross section 

for the scattering of a Boson, x or a, from the deuteron, is dominated by enhancement 

in the cross section when examined as a function of energy. Furthermore, the sub

systems in both cases have P-wave resonances in the form of the A(1232) for the xN 

system, and the Pyj resonance, i.e. the ground state of sIIe, in the a — N system. 

The question that has often been raised in the analysis of the data for K — d and a — d 

scattering is whether the observed structure is a resonance in the three-body system, 

or a result of the threshold for the production of a resonant subsystem, e.g. A(1232) 

or sIie. The analysis of the data in terms of two-body scattering theory fails because 

these structures are above the threshold for three-body final states. Furthermore, a 

fit to the phase shift with a Breit-Wigner form could be possible even though the 

only singularity in the amplitude is a square root branch point due to the presence 

of a resonant sub-system rather than a pole. 

Since in both of these problems the dominant dynamics is the denteron in the N-N 

subsystem and the P-wave resonance in the JT - N or a - N sub-system, it is a good 

approximation to represent the N — N, * - N, and a — N interaction by a separable 
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potential. Such separable potentials give a good description of the experimental phase 

shift at the relevant energies, and preserve the important features of the two-body 

amplitude, i.e. the resonance structure. From a practical point of view, the use of a 

separable potential reduces the Faddccv equation, after partial expansion, to a one 

dimensional integral equation of the form 

-Ko,fl(k. k'\ E) - Z0fp(k, k'\ E) 

+ £ / < * * " k'n Za,y[k, k"; E) r, (E - ~ \ Xy,0(k", k'; E) (3.1) 

where /«7 is the reduced mass of the spectator particle and the interacting pair that 

form the quasi panicle 7. Here, a, /J, and 7 label the possible two-body cha iels, 

e.g., for the irNN system the possible two-body clustering could be (NN)n and 

(Nir)S. Furthermore, for the present analysis, I will assume there is one partial wave 

in the N — N interaction, i.e. the deuteron, and one channel in the JT - N interaction 

corresponding to the A( 1232). In this approximation, Eq. (3.1) consists of two coupled 

integral equations. The Born amplitudes Z3$ correspond to one particle exchange, 

while in the kernel, T7(e) is the quasi-particle propagator. Thus for 7 = d, rj(e) has 

a pole at the deuteron binding energy, i.e. 1 = -2.2246MeV., while T^(«) has a pole 

at e = A/A - tT/2 = (1232 - 55t) MeV., the position of the A(1232) resonance. 

To determine the position of resonance poles for these two three-body systems, I 

need to consider th» homogeneous integral equation co-responding to £c\. (IM) as an 

eigenvalue problem, i.e. 

K •:(*; E) = £ fdk' k» Z„{k, k'; E) ry (E - ~ ) *;(k\ E) . (3.2) 

To gain access to the region of the energy plane where the resonance poles reside, 

I need to deform the contour of integration to allow me an analytic continuation 
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of Eq. (3.2) in the energy variable. This can be achieved by the contoui rotation 

ik —» fce-** and Jb' -* Jfc'e-'* in Eq. (3.2). In carrying through this contour rotation, I 

need to insure that there are no singularities from the Born amplitude Zan and the 

quasi particle propagator T-, in the i'-plane that are crossed in the transformation. 

In general, Zan is of the form 

+1 
7 IU'PI / J J(k,k-,x)Ft(x) 
Zan(k,k ; E) oc J dx E _ a k 3 _ b k n _ c k k , x . (3.3) 

_f(k,k',x)Pt(x) 
"XE-

- i 

where /(Jb, Jb'.z) depends on the form of the separable potential, and l°/(x) is the 

Legend re polynomial of order I, while a, b and c depend on the masses of the three 

particles. In general, Zan develops logarithmic branch points in the i'-plane when 

the poles of the integrand in Eq. (J.3) coincide with the end points of the integration, 

i.e. x = ±1. By taking it - • ke~'* and Jfc' -> k'e~'* and |arg E\ < 2<f>, Za/1 can have 

branch points only from the poles of f(k,k',x), and these are, for a Yamaguchi type 

separable potential, along the imaginary Jk'-axis.9 Thus, as far as Zan is concerned, I 

can analytically continue Eq. (3.2) to cover the full energy domain where the resonance 

poles might reside. 

Having established that the Born amplitude does not create any problem in rotating 

the contour of integration provided both k and k' are rotated by the same angle, I 

turn my attention to the quasi-particle propigator T^(E - j — ) . This quasi particle 

propagator can be written as 

(*-£)-
1 *(«-£) 

E-fc+B 

Jy | 

for N-N 

(3.4) 

for x - N or a - N 
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where MT is the mass of the resonance, i.e. the mass of the A for the r - N system, 

or the mass of 5He for the a — N system, and T is the width of the resonances. Here, 

S1 at the pole is the residue of r 7 , and in general has a squ&t root branch point at 

E — ~— = 0 , which gives rise to the unitarity cut in the two-body sub-system and 

determines the three-body threshold. Prom the above expression for T 7 it is clear that 

as I analytically continue Eq. (3.2) into the second Riemann sheet of the £-plane, 

there is a corresponding change in the position of the poles and branch poin of T-, 

in the Jk'-plane. These poles and branch point, which are the result of including the 

two- and three-body boundary condition in the integral equation, will constrain the 

domain in the energy plane that I can access using this procedure.10 

To determine how far I can analytically continue Eq. (3.4) into the second Riemann 

sheet of the energy plane, I need to examine how these singularities from T 7 effect 

the contour rotation. In particular, to guarantee that the singularities of Zal remain 

on the imaginary t'-axis I need to have both it and k' in Eq. (3.4) on the same ray, 

making an angle of ^ with the real i'-axis and in the fourth quadrant. The branch 

points in r, is at 

k'b = ±,fi^E , (3.5) 

which for E - E, — iEi, £ > 0, has the pole of r 7 , in the fourth quadrant of the 

Jfc'-plane, at an angle 0» given by 

tan20» = | ^ . (3.6) 
E, 

Thus as far as these branch points are concerned, I need to take <f> > Ot, to avoid 

these singularities. I now turn to the deuteron pole in r v In this case the pole in the 

ik' plane is at 

*i = ±fi^(E+B) . (3.7) 
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This pole subtends an angle of <f>d in the fourth quadrant of the Jt'-plane and is 

determined by the equation 

iAn2ed=irrB ( 3 8 ) 

Clearly, this angle is smaller than that due to the branch point, i.e. 0», and to that 

extent I need not worry about its constraint on the angle of rotation of the contour 

<t>-

The resonance pole in T-, gives rise to a square-root branch point in the scattering 

amplitude and the solution of Eq. (32) in the E-plane at E = Mr - %T. This branch 

point can, if close to the real axis, effect the energy dependence of the cross section to 

the extent that it could be mistaken for a resonance in the three-body system. More 

important, at this stage, is the fact that this branch point and associated branch cut 

divides the fourth quadrant of the E-plane where the resonances might reside into 

four regions as illustrated in Fig. 2. Here the two-body resonance pole in T 7 leads to 

two poles in the A:'-plane at 

K = ± ^ ( £ - M r + i r ) . (3.9) 

The corresponding angle for the resonance pole in the Jt'-plane is 9r, and is given by 

tan2flr = - f ' ~ j £ , (3.10) 

where I have taken E = ET - t'/?j. For E = 0, the angle 19, is in the seco.id 

quadrant, and therefore, * < 0, < *. As I proceed along the real energy axis to the 

point E — MT,0T gets to a value of *, while proceeding along the imaginary axis to 

E — - j F , 0r gets to value of | . If I now carry this analysis through, I find that as I 

analytically continue my equation in the energy variable from the real axis through 

region / to region / / / and then to region IV, (see Fig. 2), one of the resonance poles 

in the it'-plane gets into the region - \ < 0, < 0 approaching from 9, = - \ . At this 
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stage the two-body unitarity branch point is moving towards an angle 9 = J. These 

two singularities could force the contour to deviate from being along the ray, and 

this in turn will introduce logarithmic branch points from the Born amplitude Z„jj. 

Thus Lhe energy domain on the second Riemann sheet, to which I can analytically 

continue Eq. (3.2) without introducing elaborate contours of integration, is shown as 

the shaded area in Fig. 3 . 1 0 

In addition to the above energy domain, I can analytically continue Eq. (3.2) onto 

the third Riemann sheet through the branch cut generated by the resonance pole 

in T 7 , i.e. start on the real axis in region / / , then proceed through the branch 

cut to region IV on the third Riemann sheet, and then to region / / / on the third 

Riemann sheet (see Fig. 2). In this case as I proceed from region / / to region IV, 

the resonance pole in the fc'-plane crosses the real axis into the fourth quadrant, and 

I can analytically continue the equation into region IV and then / / / of the third 

Riemann sheet. However, if I attempt to go to region / of the third energy sheet 

I find that the contour of integration is forced onto the negative imaginary it' axis 

by the resonance pole, and here I encounter the singularities of the Born amplitude 

Za,-y. Thus the only part of the third Riemann energy sheet I can access is the region 

with 9 ( £ ) < — \T, (see Fig. 4). In this way I have gained access to most of the 

second and third Riemann sheet of the energy plane where a resonance pole could 

influence the scattering amplitude on the real axis, and thus produce rapid variation 

in the measured cross section. To go beyond this energy domain I need to resort to 

contours that are not a simple ray and trace the motion of the logarithmic branch 

points resulting from the Born amplitude Zan. 
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The motivation for this study has been to demonstrate that structures in the energy 

dependence of cross section above the threshold for three-body final state do not 

have to correspond to resonances only. To illustrate this I will consider the two 

systems discussed above. In many ways tht »N N and aNN are similar in that they 

correspond to the scattering of a spin zero particle from the deuteron. In both systems 

the spin zero particle and the single nucleoli form a well known resonance. Finally, the 

energy dependence of the cross sections for both a — d and * — d scattering manifest 

an enhancement close to where the threshold for the production of a resonance sub

system is. 

A. JT — d scattering 

The question of resonances in the xNN system is an old one which is still of interest. 

In the N — N sector of this problem there was a suggestion that the structure observed 

in the polarization data is due to a dibaryon resonance. However, it is now accepted 

that this structure is in fact due to the branch point resulting from the A resonance. 

In the * — d sector, the cross section is dominated by a peak which could be considered 

a resonance if the data is analyzed in terms of two-body scattering theory with an 

amplitude that is the sum of a Breit-Wigner resonance and a background term. If 

I consider r — d scattering in terms of the three-body model discussed in the last 

section, I find that if the pion is treated relativistically, which is required to get 

the right total cross section, then the resonance pole is on the third energy sheet 

at is — (118 — l41t)MeV. 1 0 This is much further from the real energy axis than the 

branch point at E = (152- 55i) MeV or the position of the resonance as predicted from 

an analysis of the cross section, using a Breit-Wigner form, of E = (143 - 90i)MeV. 

This suggests very strongly that the extraction of resonance parameters from the 
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data, using standard two-body scattering theory, can be misleading. In fact, the 

cross section seems to be partially dominated by the branch point due to A resonance, 

which is not included in the standard method of analysis of the data. 

D. Resonances in 6 Li 

If I consider 6Li as an aNN system, which seems to be a good approximation for 

a — d scattering below the threshold for 3He- 3H production of 14.32 MeV., then I 

can study the low energy resonances in 'Li using the above three-body equations. In 

particular, e Li has a 2 + resonance state at 0.61 MeV above the threshold for a — n — p, 

with a half width of 0.85 ± 0.2 MeV. In this case the square root branch point at 

E = (0.777 - 0.320i)MeV is due to the a - N resonance, i.e. 5He. Here again, the 

resonance is close to the square root branch point and could effect the analysis of 

the or — d scattering data, and in particular the extraction of resonance parameters. 

To get a realistic result that can be compare with experiment, I have included in 

addition to the 3Si N — N and P3/2 a - N interactions, the S ( / 2 and PJ/J a - N 

interactions. In this case I find that the resonance pole is on the second Riemann sheet 

of the energy plane at E = (0.15, -0 .4i)MeV. n This discrepancy with experiment 

can be reduced by changing the input two-body a — N interactions. In fact if I fit 

the low energy a — N phase shifts, the position of this resonance can be shifted to 

E = (0.53 — 0.65t) MeV.1 1 In either case, the closeness of the branch point to the pole 

suggests that any analysis of the data should take into consideration the fact that 

there is a branch point close enough to the real axis that it could influence the energy 

dependence of the cross section. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present analysis I have shown that resonances can be considered as part of 

the spectrum of the Hamiltonian if I extend the energy domain to include the second 

Riemann sheet of the energy plane where resonance poles reside. The eigenstates 

corresponding to the resonance states are part of the Hilbert space and form an 

orthonormal basis with a minor modification of the definition of normalization. To 

achieve this analytic continuation of the Schrodinger equation in the energy variable 

it was necessary to perform a contour rotation in either coordinate or momentum 

representation. 

To illustrate the above result I have considered two three-body problems in which 

one of the pairs form a bound state, while the other twa pairs have resonance states. 

To include the three-body boundary condition I have carried out the analysis in mo

mentum representation. Here, I demonstrate how the different boundary conditions 

restrain the energy domain to which I can analytically continue my equation. 

For such three-body system it is often observed that near the threshold for the 

production of a resonance sub-system, the cross section has rapid energy dependence. 

This energy dependence is often attributed to the existence of resonances in the full 

system. By considering as examples the irNNi0 and the aNNu systems, I have 

demonstrated that the extraction of resonance parameters from scattering data will 

require the inclusion of the threshold for the production of the resonance sub-system. 

This is often not included in the analysis of experimental data 
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTION OF INTEGRAL EQUATION 

When writing the solution of the inhomogeneous integral equation in terms of the 

eigenvalues and eigenstates of the kernel in Eq. (2.4), it is commonly assumed that 

the kernel is Hermitian. However, on deforming the contour of integration, the kernel 

ceases to be Hcrmitian. The present appendix is devoted to the generalization of 

Eq. (2.4) for the case when the kernel is not Hermitian. 

Let me consider the inhomogeneous integral equation 

f{x) = g{x) + jdyK(x,y)f(y). (Al) 
o 

The corresponding homogeneous equation is then given as an eigenvalue problem of 

the form 
oo 

K*n(*) = fdyK(x,y)*n(y). (A2) 
o 

I now can write the solution of the inhomogeneous equation in terms of the solution 

of the homogeneous equation as 

/(*) = £ * . • „ ( * ) . (A3) 
n 

With this result in hand I can write Eq. (Al) as 

5 > „ * n ( * ) = S(x) + ]T;6 n An * „ ( * ) , (A4) 
n r 

which can be rewritten as 

£ (1-A„) &„*„(*) = s(x). (A5) 
n 

To solve this equation for the coefficient 6 n , the orthogonality of the basis 9n(x) needs 

to be determined. For the case of a Hermitian kernel, i.e., K*(x,y) = K(y,x), the 

orthogonality is given by 
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/ d x * ; ( x ) * n ( x ) = * m n . (A6) 
0 

In this case coefficients 6„ are given by 
OO 

*w = r - V /«**•:(*)*(*)• (A7) 

In other words, the solution of the integral equation, Eq. (Al) is given by 

/(^ETT 1 w i t h «. = /<**•:(*)*<*). (AS) 

which is the result given in Eq. (2.4). 

When the contour of integration is rotated into the complex plane to reveal the 

energy domain that has the resonance poles, the kernel of the integral equation along 

the rotated contour is net Hermitian, and the above results need to be generalized. In 

this case, t he kernel of the equation depends on the angle of rotation of the contour, 

and satisfies the condition 

K-+(x,y)=K;(y,x). (A9) 

The homogeneous equation can now be written for both K+ and K-+ as, 
OO 

AJ»*(») = / l f , ( * , y ) • * ( y ) , (A10) 
o 

and 
OO 

A"*•"•(*) = / A\ . , (*,y)*-*(y) . (Al l ) 

o 

If I now multiply Eq. (A10) by $^'* and integrate over x, and multiply the complex 

conjugate of Eq. (Al l ) by $£(x) and integrate over x, then subtract the resultant 
two equation making use of the symmetry of the kernel, i.e., Eq. (A9), I get 

OO 

(A* - A;*') / <lx • - • • ( * ) • ! ( * ) = 0 . (A12) 
o 
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For this equation to be satisfied, I will need to take 
oo 

A* = A;*' and / di*;**(i)**(i) = 1 for n = m , (A13) 
o 

and 
oo 

/ d i * ^ * ( i ) * * ( x ) = 0 for n ^ m . (A14) 
o 

This result is identical to that stated in Eq. (2.19) regarding the orthonorniality of 

the resonance wave functions. Making use of the orthonormality of the eigenstates 

of the homogeneous integral equation, I can write the solution of the inhoniogeneous 

equation as 

/W=ETT w i t h «» = /<fc*;-»9(*). (M5) 
» * A n o 

This result, when applied to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation or the Faddeev equa

tions, gives the position of the po\^s of the scattering amplitude to correspond to 

those energies where one of the eigenvalues of the kernel is unity. 
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FIG. 1. The contour of integration in momentum space. 
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FIG. 2. The region of the energy pl*ne that can be accessed via contour rotation. The 

point A at E — MT — jT corresponds to the branch point resulting from the resonance in 

the two-body sub-system. 
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FIG. 3. The shaded area is the domain of the second Riemann sheet of the energy plane 

to which I can analytically continue Eq. (3 2) while maintaining the contour deformation 

along a ray in the fourth quadrant of the fc'-plane. 
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FIG. 4. The shaded area is the domain of the third Riemann sheet of the energy plane 

to which I can analytically continue Eq. (3.2) while maintaining the contour deformation 

along a ray in the fourth quadrant of the Jt'-plane. Access to this sheet is via the square 

root branch cut resulting from the resonance pole in iy 
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